HTCS Education presents

Career Workshop series on

EXPLORATION OF HEALTHCARE CAREERS

a set of focused sessions allowing students to take part in interactive discussions and activities with experts in the field. These workshops will help further their knowledge and awareness of the expanding opportunities in the healthcare arena.

Healthcare Professions explored will include: Medical and Clinical Practice, Pharmacist, Therapist, Pharmaceutical, Public Health, Biotechnology, and more!

Time: 9:00 - 11 AM
Where: HTCS Classroom
Who can attend: 7th to 10th Graders

The Exploration of Healthcare Careers workshop series is a 6-week concentrated course which will meet once a week for 2 hours.

Come and learn about all the wonderful opportunities that the healthcare world has to offer!! This program will include everything from seminars discussing ethical decision-making practices, to collaborative activities, such as debates and a special 'Shark Tank' project!

Contact: education@venkateswaratemple.org

** Limited Seats ** Prior Registration is a must **
Registration link will be emailed/posted at www.venkateswaratemple.org at 9 PM on the registration day mentioned above.